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Abstract
In this letter, the possible dynamic scaling properties of protein molecules in folding are
investigated theoretically by assuming that the protein molecules are percolated networks.
It is shown that the fractal character and the fractal dimensionality may exist only for
short sequences in large protein molecules and small protein molecules with homogeneous
structure, the fractal dimensionality are obtained for different structures. We then show
that there might exist the dynamic scaling properties in protein folding, the critical ex-
ponents in the folding for some small global proteins with homogeneous structure are
obtained. The dynamic critical exponents of the global proteins in folding are relevant to
the fractal dimensionality of its structure, which implies the close relationship between
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the dynamic process in protein folding and its structure kinematics.
PACS Numbers. 36.20.Ey, 87.15.By.
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The prediction for the compact spatial structure of folded protein and the folding
process of extended protein molecule has attracted much attention in this decade, since it
is realized that the unique, native conformation of protein molecule has close relationship
with its biophysical functions. The aim of the study on the protein folding is trying to
understand why and how an extended protein folds into its unique and native state quickly
through the astronomic number possible intermediate states. Though many efforts have
afforded for it and the progress has been made step by step, it is clear that we are still
far away from our goal to elucidate the folding process in detail [ 1, 2 ].
The difficulty of the study on the structure prediction of folded protein and the folding
process comes from several aspects: (1) the complexity of the constitutions, a protein
molecule may contain 20 kinds amino-acids, (2) the randomness of the sequences and the
complexity of the structure (including α-helix, β-sheet, τ -turn, etc.) and (3) the giant
atom-molecule assemble of the protein-solvent system. In the past years, the study on
the protein folding and the structure prediction is mainly in the atom-molecule level, it is
based on the interaction between atoms or amino-acid resides, such as by the molecular
dynamic simulation method [ 3 - 4 ] relying on the empirical potential between the atoms or
the amino-acids and the (lattice) Monte Carlo simulation method [ 5 - 8 ]. These methods
could provide the detail process of folding and the final stable state of protein, however, in
dealing with large protein molecules, these methods may meet difficulty arising from both
the limit of computer and the accuracy of the empirical potential. On the other hand,
some authors tried to understand the protein structure in whole scale [ 9 - 10 ]. The plot of
the spatial structure for the backbone of protein molecule shows that the backbone could
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be achieved by Brownian motion, or self-avoiding random walk. The fractal character
of protein molecule is thus one of the most attracting aspect. Stapleton [ 9 ] studied
the spectral dimensionality of myoglobin and some other proteins by the electron spin-
relaxation measurements, and after then some authors tried to classify the proteins in
terms of the fractal dimensionality (FD). However, a series subsequent investigations [ 10
] later show that it is difficult to define a general FD for a large protein molecule because
of its nonhomogeneous structure and the absence of the complete self-similarity. It is clear
that the FD for helix and for sheet structures are different, so characterizing a general
protein molecule containing both helix and sheet structures by its fractal and classifying
proteins in terms of its FD are not easy.
In the past few years, some authors [ 11 - 17 ] experimentally found that the pro-
tein solution may exhibit the critical phenomena, and several critical exponents for the
protein and water solution are obtained. However, little is known theoretically for such
phenomena and the global dynamics of the whole protein in folding. In this letter, we
will illustrate that the FD of certain short sequences of large and small protein moleculse
with the homogeneous structure can be defined approximately, though it is difficult to
define an unique and unified FD for a large and complicated molecule. In the following,
by assuming that the folding polypeptide is a percolating network and through the scaling
law, we can obtain the critical exponents in the folding process, and try to reveal some
common characters of different kinds of proteins in folding processes.
The number of the hydrogen bonds and disulphate bonds is small in an unfolded or
denatured protein, and these bonds distribute randomly. In the folded state, the number
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of the hydrogen bonds is large, and the whole polypeptide chain are connected by those
bonds. One result of the connection is that the extended polypeptide chain becomes
gradually unsmooth, some sequences in the chain may have self-similarity and exhibit
the local fractal characters. Since FD is the measure of the torsion and the curve for
unsmooth lines, the stronger the torsion of the systems is, the larger the FD is, and vice
visa. Therefore to some extent, the FD does reflect the structure information of proteins
including the second and the tertiary structure, or even more the quaternary structure.
So the FD may be a natural measure of the folding degree and the local structure of
protein molecule.
Though it is difficult to define a general FD for a large protein molecule, detail analysis
shows that it is fractal for certain short sequences with homogeneous structure in large
protein molecule. This can be supp orted by such a fact that starting from one startpoint
of the sequence, the Ln(L)-Ln(r) plot (here r is end-end distance and L the backbone
length of the protein sequence) is approximately a straight line. When the Ln(L)-Ln(r)
plot deviates from linear, it suggests that the polypeptide chain or the sequence begin to
twist with itself, the protein molecule chain tends to form the ternary structure or the
quaternary structure. As we will see below, the FD of protein sequences with different
structures are different
Flavodoxin protein contains 148 amino-acid resides, it is a typical example in which
the concept of ”fractal for certain sequence” is adequate. Fig.1 shows the Ln(r)-N plot
and the Ln(L)-Ln(r) plot for flavodoxin protein, here N denotes the atom number of the
backbone from one endpoint. It can be seen from Fig.1a that for a few sequences of the
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flavodoxin molecule, the Ln(r)-N curve is approximately a straight line. In Fig.1b, for
every specific sequence, the slope of the ln(L)-Ln(r) curve is almost a constant, therefore
for every sequence, an approximate FD can be defined. Also small protein molecules with
homogeneous structure have similar properties.
For a series of small proteins and short sequences in large proteins with the structures
well-defined, their FD are shown in Fig.2, here the well-defined structure means the struc-
ture is homogeneous, the FD is obtained by linear best fit. Accordingly, the average FD
are 1.378+/−0.200 for helix sequence and 1.088+/−0.020 for sheet sequence, respectively.
It is found that for helix sequence, the longer the sequence is, the smaller the FD is (See
Fig.2a). However the FD are almost same for different lengths of sheet sequences (See
Fig2b). From the above discussion, we show that the fractal can be well-defined for small
proteins or short sequences in large proteins with homogeneous structure. Here and below
the FD is referred to that of the small proteins or short sequences in the large proteins
with homogeneous structure.
As we all know, a protein chain in native state is neither a completely disordered state
nor a completely ordered state since it contains both some regular structures (α-helix,
β-sheet, etc.) and some irregular ones. By mapping a hydrogen bonds to a connected
state, it is more suitable to consider a folded protein molecule as a percolated network.
For a polypeptide chain in folding, when and where a hydrogen bond forms are stochastic.
We can consider the polypeptide chain as a network connected by the hydrogen bonds,
the number of the hydrogen bonds can be described as the percolated degree. Thus one
can define the relative number of the hydrogen bonds, p, as an order parameter. At the
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critical value of the order parameter, where p=pc, most of the hydrogen bonds form and
the protein enters its native state. When a hydrogen bond or disulphate bond forms, which
connects two sites nearby or far away in the chain, it is considered that the percolation
occurs.
As pointed out above, the fractal character can be defined for a small protein molecule
or a short sequence with homogeneous structure, and the protein chain can be consid-
ered as a percolated network. In this case, the folding protein may exhibit percolating
behaviors, such as the critical characters. In fact, during the folding process, the protein
molecule behaves highly cooperatively and like a phase transition, the critical exponents
and the scaling power of the folding then can be obtained in the percolation theory. By
the scaling argument and the scaling relationship, one can easily obtain one of the scaling
powers and two critical exponents through the FD of the three-dimension spatial struc-
tures of the small protein molecules or short sequences. One of the scaling powers relating
to the hydrogen bonds is:
aH =
df
d
(1)
where df is the FD of a protein network, and d the Euclidean dimensionality in space.
This is an interesting result. The scaling power aH , hence the critical exponents, of
a folding protein depend only on its Euclidean dimension and its FD, which suggests
that the dynamics of the protein is determined only by its global structure. One of the
important properties of the protein network is the correlation between amino-acids or
atoms in different sites. In the folding, the correlation function, f(|r − r′|), may exhibit
critical behavior, f(r) ≈ r−(d−2+η). By the scaling relation, one can obtain the critical
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exponent of the correlation function between sites in the same chain, η:
η = 2 + d− df (2)
Another one of the important properties of the protein network is its behavior of the ”free
energy” of the whole molecule, or the G function, also it may exhibit critical character,
G ≈ (p− pc)
δ. Through the scaling relation, the critical exponent for the G function is:
δ =
df
d− df
(3)
One notices that these two critical exponents depend only on the FD and the Euclidian
dimensionality of the molecule. It is well-known that the six critical exponents of a
percolated network can be derived from two independent scaling powers. In the present
letter, only one of the two independent scaling powers is determined, the another one
needs further study.
From the preceding discussion, one can relate the structure kinematics of a protein
to the dynamic scaling behavior through the FD. Accordingly, the scaling powers aH are
about 0.460 for helix and 0.363 for sheet structures, respectively. The critical exponents
for the correlation function of different sites in the same chain are 3.62 for helix and 3.91 for
sheet structures, respectively. The critical exponents for the G function of the hydrogen
bonds are about 0.85 for helix sequences and 0.569 for sheet sequences, respectively.
Obviously, for a protein chain containing both the helix and the sheet structures, the
scaling power and the critical exponents should lie between these values.
The relationship between the FD and dynamic scaling properties has its physical origin.
As we all know, the physical force field determines the configuration and the conformation
of the protein chain, and the dynamic scaling thus depends on the interaction of the atoms
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in the protein chain.
It should stressed here that the present results is only adequate for the dynamics of
single protein molecule. One way of the measurement for the dynamic scaling behavior in
the folding is to measure the correlation of different sites by the neutron scattering exper-
iments, it may give the data of the critical exponents of the correlation function in some
protein molecules. Also we notice that the present theory doesn’t consider the influence
of the water environment, so it is difficult to compare the present theoretical results with
the available experimental data of protein-water solution [ 11 - 17 ]. However, many of the
protein and other biological molecules in aqueous solution may interconnect through the
hydrogen bonds, so the protein-water systems may behave like a huge percolated network.
Some results developed here might be suitable for such systems.
In summary, the relationship between the structural fractal and possible dynamic scal-
ing properties in protein folding is explored. It is found that the FD may be well-defined
for homogeneous protein structures, and the folded protein can be regarded as a perco-
lated network. One of the scaling powers is found to depend only on the FD and the
Euclidean dimensionality. The critical exponents for the correlation function and the G-
function are obtained. Although these theoretical results are obtained for complicated
protein molecules, clearly it could be applied for the homologous polymers.
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Figures Captions
Fig. 1. The dependence of the end-end distance (r) of flavodoxin protein on the number
of the sequences (N) and the length of chain (L). (a). Ln(r) vs. N plot, and (b). Ln(r)
vs. ln(L) plot.
Fig. 2. The fractal dimensionality of sheet structure for 84 protein sequences (a) and
helix structure for 182 sequences (b) with homogeneous structure. The average FD is
1.081 for sheet structure (a) and. 1.378 (b)for helix structure, respectively.
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